Renegade 2018-2019 Headlight support bracket replacement.
Models affected 2018-2019 Renegade models (regular and xmr models)
On the 2018 and 2019 models Can-am have switched the high and low beam position so we had to
make new aluminium brackets to match the ones installed on the 2012-2017 models. Replacing them is
very simple. Everything in the instructions is correct o so what you need to do is to just swap out the
aluminium brackets as the instructions shows. After that it’s a straight on installation according to the
instructions that came with the lights.

As the Neutrino lights are 40 degree flood beam on both high and low beam you can choose the one
you want to use as high or low beam by switching the connectors.

Below is a comparison between the 2012-2017 headlights (backside of plastics RHD) and the 2018-2019
headlights.

See comparison picture below between the 2012-2017 oe aluminium brackets and the replacement
brackets from RJWC. The RJWC brackets don’t have the pressed pattern on the brackets (see
adjustment info below) . Below is the correct installation and aligment.

Below is instructions on how you loosen and tighten the plastic tabs that holds the alloy brackets
in place. Use a plier to turn them into position and also use the plier to keep them in place while
adjusting.

Hold the plastic tabs in place
with a plier

Make sure plastic tabs are
"locked in place"

We highly recommend that you adjust the brackets according to our instructions below to not having to
to that when the lights are installed. The lights have a 40 degree flood pattern so the adjustments is
“accurate” like picture below shows.
Both adjustment bolts on each light is being adjusted in the same way/height.

Use a 4 mm allen key (or simular) while doing the adjustments on the RJWC replacement brackets so
that the plastic tabs don’t slide out of position

Be careful and keep the tabs in place
while doing adjustment

Below is the correct aligment and installation of the lights . NOTE no bolts ,screws
or nuts are tightened in the picture. It is just to show the installation and aligment of
lights. See the complete instructions for more information to tighten everything
correct
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Contact rjwc or your dealer for more information regarding this matter.

Notes

